2005 pontiac vibe review

You'll find a compliant ride, fairly nimble handling, and effective brakes. Notable shortcomings
are a flawed driving position and a noisy engine. Overall, the Vibe is a good practical
alternatives to a small SUV. In most cases, automotive warranties are based on the vehicle
identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The
dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. The Reliability score is based on our
latest subscriber survey of Pontiac Vibe owners. The owner comments describe problems
respondents experienced with this vehicle. Problem was insufficient Freon although leak
detector didn't show any leaks. But due to mileage?? Since we reside in Rochester, figured for 6
weeks of summer could liv". But the repair was straightforward for my mechanic. Can be
restarted by a kick behind the glove compartment". Had motor replaced. This made a noise and
meant that the air conditioning would not work properly until it was replaced". Muffler, pipes,
catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. A new heat shield was installed". The heat shield
was loose because of a corroded bolt. Easily fixed back home". Drilled new holes and installed
stainless screws". Garage welded in a new flex pipe. I had to have half of the exhaust system
replaced. I consider this normal wear. I once heard that Toyotas eat through exhaust systems.
I'm inclined to agree. About every 2 years or so I need to have a piece of the exhaust pipe
replaced. I've NOT needed to replace the muffler or catalytic converter. It's the pipes that seem
to have the issue. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or
moldings, rust. Made of cheap fiber plastic. Light rusting as a result". Car is kept outside".
Small areas of the hood also have serious paint deterioriation The hood has now started to fade
and chalk as well". The entire roof is now covered in rust". No water leaks just air, not a full
seal". I have not had the seals replaced. It is most likely an easy fix. It's cheap, reliable
transportation, my work equipment fits well with back seats folded forward. Unable to resolve". I
believe if I purchased a new seal, it would solve the problem. Both were replaced but engine
light stayed on. ECC replaced, but light still stays on. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and
related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic
ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. They sometime take up to an
hour to come on after you switch them on. When they don't come on some of the dash lights
also don't come on. When the dash lights come on the tail lights also come on". Yes, I will be
driving and the car will die, loosing the power steering and everything else Also, the headlights
in the car are somehow shorting out the battery and will drain enough energy to prevent the car
starting if the headlights are plugged in, so I leave the left headlight unplugged. Sensor must be
bad". Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or
vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel
controls, portable music device interface e. Ultimately the problem was diagnosed as a failed
antenna cable". Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or
sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Door swings out
when opening Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement.
Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or
washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote
engine start, alarm or security system. Had to jump it to start, a few hours later we slowed down
on the freeway and all the lights turned off and the car was dead". We had to saw it off to
replace it with a new one. I think TX weather was a factor". Took it to the dealer and he replaced
the module. I had an independent mechan". The gasket problem was minor by comparison but
needed to be fixed. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering
linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance,
springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. I am having this checked
tomorrow". Worth it. Thought it was a tire problem until the tires were changed and the noise
remained". Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or
solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Unit was recalled and fixed
for free by dealer". Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump,
thermostat, overheating. Oddly, it was cheaper and easier to replace the whole assembly, rather
than just the fan motor itself". Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts,
engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If
you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or
access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a
member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. Used
Pontiac Vibe Change Vehicle. There are 5 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner
Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance.
Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement
straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a

standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission performance is
determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual
transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests,
independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims.
Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate
circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage
CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and
highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've
discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry
stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked.
Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the
avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to
its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road
imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our
expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort
Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various
heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is
for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The
Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to
other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best.
Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and
smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same
model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability
charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual
Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with
their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered serious because of cost, failure,
safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the table below. The results are
presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious
areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis,
we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for
a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction
To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than
half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by
answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or
lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving
experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving
Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate
control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid?
Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS
and side air bags available, standard from ESC available from , standard from Head protection
air bags available from , standard from Drive Wheels. AWD , Front. Coverage varies among
versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions
Available. Engines Available. What Owners Say. Since we reside in Rochester, figured for 6
weeks of summer could liv" Elaine E. This made a noise and meant that the air conditioning
would not work properly until it was replaced" Anonymous, MD Pontiac Vibe Base 1. Easily
fixed back home" Keith O. Loose exterior trim or moldings "Lower driver's side door panel is
slightly loose" David L. Car is kept outside" Charles T. The hood has now started to fade and
chalk as well" Benjamin P. The entire roof is now covered in rust" Benjamin P. Air or water leaks
"The sunroof has drain ports that get clogged, causing it to drip rainwater into the cabin on the
passenger side" Anonymous, CT Pontiac Vibe Base 1. Emission control devices includes EGR
"Check engine light came on though the car ran normally. When the dash lights come on the tail
lights also come on" Dominick C. Doors or sliding doors "Window track sometimes get
misaligned. Clutch replacement "Not an easy repair. Alternator "Not sure if the battery or the
alternator had the problem first, only that one killed the other driving from TX to Chicago. Had to
jump it to start, a few hours later we slowed down on the freeway and all the lights turned off

and the car was dead" Anonymous, CA Pontiac Vibe 1. I had an independent mechan" Bill W.
Steering wheel vibration "Problem just occurred due to excessive vibration in steering wheel
that does not appear to be a tire balance issue. Thought it was a tire problem until the tires were
changed and the noise remained" Anonymous, AL Pontiac Vibe Base 1. Transmission computer
"PCM failed. Unit was recalled and fixed for free by dealer" Derek C. Engine rebuild or
replacement "bought used about 70K miles - there was metal chucks and sludge in the oil"
Anonymous, PA Pontiac Vibe Base 1. Cooling fan "The cooling fan needed to be replaced.
Oddly, it was cheaper and easier to replace the whole assembly, rather than just the fan motor
itself" Anonymous, FL Pontiac Vibe Base 1. Differential "The differential failed, and GM has
stopped making parts available for the Pontiac Vibe, so the only option is to find one from a
totaled vehicle. Oil leaks "Seals around the timing belt had to be replaced. See All Trouble
Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From
Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access
to ratings and reviews. Have miles on car of the same model. Tough to beat. Love the pontaic
vibe great gas mpg very reliable last forever. Toyota Matrix, it needs better seats and a little
more weight and sound deadening. Other than that the I drove for 7 years was a great car. Great
Car. I can't complain about the thing and i have only done the basics, tires,oil change, and
filters. Genvibe is a good website to use for vehicle tricks and tips. Car has a subwoofer and
with a new stereo you'll never be put out when you need to drown out the traffic jam you're in.
This is also a great dog vehicle. Inside is all plastic that is easily cleaned. I love all the little
storage compartments. I love the engine and how peppy it is. Can't kill it. It won't kill you. Pros:
Small with Spacious interior. Cheaper than twin Matrix. Decent height, easy to get into. Very
good in all weather with decent tires. Good MPG. It is fun to drive in the snow. It gets great gas
mileage and is overall a fun, sporty car. It holds quite a bit with the hatchback and folding the
rear seats down. Pros: Great gas mileage, excellent condition. Easy to handle, great in snow.
Great Car â€” the performance of the car is great. Pros: the fact that i could fit everything i own
in my car. It is the only car I know of that has an AC outlet for your laptop or dvd player making
it perfect for road trips! Ingenious car! I loved it very much. Had pretty good gas mileage for the
type of car it was. It had an awesome amount of cargo capacity: 49 cubic feet with rear seats
folded down. I used it many times for work and moving. Great car. Pretty fun to drive and I just
loved it! Vibes Are Fun â€” Multipurpose! You can put just about anything in this car. I'm
amazed what will fit despite it's small size. It is large enough for me to drive comfortably. MPG
is good. The quality of materials and assembly appears solid. Nimble enough to be fun to drive.
Just a great all-around vehicle. Pros: Many uses, good to great MPG, comfortable. The Pontiac
Vibe gets great gas mileage and has a motor in it that will last a long time. The maintenance
cost on the Pontiac vibe is very very low. It has plenty of storage and it drives Read More. This
is my second Vibe. I can park it, turn it and drive it with ease. It is very comfortable inside and t
the cargo room is exceptional. In my last one I carried dishwashers to job sites with room to
Great standard safety features on , spend very little money on repairs Read More. This car has it
all. Looks good, plenty of power, solid gas mileage, AWD for bad weather, great interior, power
everything, premium sound system, top of the line safety features, and Toyota quality un Not
great for a long trip, due to the size. MPG and build quality are great. For a compact I liked the
looks and it is actually kind of fun to drive. As far as smaller cars you can count on this is I
enjoyed driving this car except when all seats were being used, then it felt like it was too small.
Very good basic car. This car handles very well. I love the utilization of space. I downsized and
couldnt be happier with the cargo space for a smaller fuel efficient car. Cruise control.
Comfortable on long or short trips. Great fuel economy. Parts are not expensive. Reliable Read
More. This was a great car. Drove nice. Felt solid. I would get another. Have you driven a
Pontiac Vibe? Rank This Car. User Reviews. View reviews where users commented on
categories. Clear selections. Gordon writes:. Is this review helpful? Yes No. Guru9D8JM6
writes:. Guru3MDRT writes:. Andrew writes:. Cons: Noisy inside. Daytime running lights. Is this
helpful? Startrekfan writes:. Back Seats:. Cons: Loud engine noise. Lisa writes:. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: electrical outlet inside, lol. Cons: want more powerr. Megan writes:.
Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: the fact that i could fit everything i own in my car. Cons:
nothing. Tom writes:. Brent writes:. Pros: Cargo Capacity, Gas Mileage. Cons: Not much. Jared
writes:. Reviews From Other Years. Read all 3 Pontiac Vibe reviews. Read all 18 Pontiac Vibe
reviews. Read all 4 Pontiac Vibe reviews. Read all 12 Pontiac Vibe reviews. Cars compared to
Pontiac Vibe. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Pontiac Vibe
to Related Models. Select Year Yes No Looking for a Used Vibe in your area? Cons: Loud engine
noise 5 of 6 people found this review helpful. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: electrical
outlet inside, lol Cons: want more powerr 2 of 3 people found this review helpful. Cons: nothing
11 of 11 people found this review helpful. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. I love

it! I got a GT version and it really goes! I found the interior room larger than life when I folded
down the back seat and front passenger seat. I fit tons of college stuff in there with room to
spare. Drives great in the snow even with only FWD. I have had car almost 1. The only complaint
is that it gets a little bumpy when the frozen roads heave up and crack during the winter but hey
I wanted the sport suspension so it will hug the twisty roads-which it does quite well! Too Bad
GM is discontinuing this model Does anyone have trouble taking off from a stopped position.
No matter how light you are on the gas pedal it does a flying jump start. This is my only
complaint. The dealer says there is nothing wrong with the car. But I know it should not start off
that way. We have G6 it does not do it. It is just very annoying and gas wasteful. The deals were
to good to pass up so I traded my Vibe in for a The deal was for the same optoins auto, power
dors windows. I just like the car, the miles are great and it is good ride for the dollar and milage
too. But I have to say I went 3 deals this dealer deal's that was to good to be true. I have ther car
and the payment was lower??? Pinch me someone. This car is quiet has has good performance
for a 4cyl. City mileage is not so great but I have gotten as high as 34mpg with highway driving
at mph with some hills. I bought the 2. The Vibe is a better buy with more options than the
Matrix. Owners should be cautious regarding oil changes as the 2. Took delivery Feb I was
looking for a economy car for my daughter to drive to college classes. I can drive it comfortably
6'1" and find it's headroom and seats excellent. Very easy to drive. Highly recommended. I got
my red Vibe in December and I just love it! I love everything about it, from the way it performs,
to it's roominess and it's gas saving qualities. What a difference from my Buick Rendevous,
which I owned for 7 years before buying my Vibe. I drive on the Garden State Parkway over an
hour each way, at least once a week, and I am so comfortable in it the whole drive. This is
definitely a vehicle I would recommend! I bought the 09 Vibe GT, and my job keeps me on the
road all week. I watch the millage close and have gotten 34 on the highway. It has plenty of
power to pass larger trucks, I love to drive it. The tap and go shift is just fun. I don't get the ride
of the larger car, but I really like it. There are so many neat little cars out there now, it makes the
choice hard. I got the upgraded packages, to add a little pleasure to the drive. I enjoy my car
more each time I get in and take it for a drive. My actual mpg is 23 city and 28 highway. It might
be you best choice. However the suspension is very rough ride when rolling over minor
concrete road joints. Also no room below hatchback floor because of spare tire location. I did
not consider this when searching. My mistake. The spare tire should be located on the rear of
the car door with that door swinging out instead of up, then the space left below the rear floor
would be extra space for concealing items from view and thieves. Just purchased the AWD
model. The car is very responsive and has good accelerlation and handling. While very much a
compact car, the interior is surprisingly roomy. I'm still nervous about the first trip to the
grocery store, as the hatchback storage area seems a bit small. Oh well, I guess an extra trip
won't bother me because I'm enjoying driving it so much. The base model AWD is a bit skimpy
on accessories, so I would highly recommend the preferred options package which includes
power windows, rear wipers, and cruise control. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are
also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our
stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our
site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading
Autoblog. All All positive All critical 5 stars only 4 stars only 3 stars only 2 stars only 1 stars
only. Add Your Review. Own or Drive this Vehicle? Overall Rating? Research Another Vehicle.
We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how
to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop
down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ
depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were
viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes
a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled
to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in
your browser. I am extremely happy to announce that my vibe just hit the , miles mark and still
running. I have driving this car around the country all the way to New Mexico and back with
barely little maintenance. If you can find this vehicle get it! I promise you will not regret getting
this vehicle! I'm sad to say, that my Vibe AWD was totaled a few weeks ago when someone ran
into me. The Vibe AWD was in my family since coming off the production line. We kept up with
regular maintenance, and can only remember it being in the shop once for a rear output bearing
leaking. The vehicle was great, and very very dependable toyota powertrain. It lacked some pep
when getting on the highway, but other than that handled great. I remember taking it through
two foot of snow, and well I'll miss the car. I most likely won't look to buy another one, because I
felt the interior was put together a little cheaply. I have mixed feelings about my Vibe because
there are a lot of good that go with owning a vibe But the things I don't like about my Vibe are I

would definitely take these things into consideration. Bought this car new based on research
into cars that got good mileage. We are extremely happy with it. Current mileage is about and
the car has been dead reliable. It has a five-speed and since teaching my daughter to drive stick
I now have to fight her for the car when I need it. Great fun to drive, loads of room for cargo. The
only negatives are esthetics. It's not terribly comfortable on long drives and the low profile tires
are extremely noisy especially on freeway expansion joints. Now that Pontiac is gone, I would
buy a Toyota Matrix without hesitation. I am a private "eye" and I travel over a large portion of
the Midwest. Since buying this car I have been continually surprised at the pep it has and the
fuel economy. It just glides down the road like the other " Big Guys ". I have been impressed
with it's comfort, roadability, and it's handling. I'm a big guy and I fit in it like a glove. My only
"gripe" would be the fact that there is a lot of plastic in the interior and it makes it more noisy
than I would like. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Vibe. View
Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars
2 stars 1 star. Cons transmission dashboard doors lights acceleration road noise climate
control warranty oil steering wheel cup holders emission system. Most reliable vehicle in the
world! Items per page:. Write a review See all Vibes for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Vibe.
Sign Up. Here's one Pontiac that hits its mark. The Vibe blends performance, practicality and
affordability into a tastefully styled, but still fun sport wagon package. Available styles include
Fwd 4dr Wagon 1. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Pontiac Vibe. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Pontiac lease specials Check out Pontiac Vibe lease specials. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
All-wheel-drive version is sluggish, Toyota's version likely to have better resale value. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. New options this
year include programmable power locks, OnStar, a tire-pressure monitor, leather seating,
stability control and side curtain airbags. The Moon and Tunes Value package now includes an
integrated subwoofer. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Most reliable vehicle in the
world! I am extremely happy to announce that my vibe just hit the , miles mark and still running.
I have driving this car around the country all the way to New Mexico and back with barely little
maintenance. If you can find this vehicle get it! I promise you will not regret getting this vehicle!
I'm sad to say, that my Vibe AWD was totaled a few weeks ago when someone ran into me. The
Vibe AWD was in my family since coming off the production line. We kept up with regular
maintenance, and can only remember it being in the shop once for a rear output bearing
leaking. The vehicle was great, and very very dependable toyota powertrain. It lacked some pep
when getting on the highway, but other than that handled great. I remember taking it through
two foot of snow, and well I'll miss the car. I most likely won't look to buy another one, because I
felt the interior was put together a little cheaply. Read less. I have mixed feelings about my Vibe
because there are a lot of good that go with owning a vibe But the things I don't like about my
Vibe are I would definitely take these things into consideration. Bought this car new based on
research into cars that got good mileage. We are extremely happy with it. Current mileage is
about and the car has been dead reliable. It has a five-speed and since teaching my daughter to
drive stick I now have to fight her for the car when I need it. Great fun to drive, loads of room for
cargo. The only negatives are esthetics. It's not terribly comfortable on long drives and the low
profile tires are extremely noisy especially on freeway expansion joints. Now that Pontiac is
gone, I would buy a Toyota Matrix without hesitation. See all reviews of the Used Pontiac Vibe.
Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not
Rated. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. See Inventory. Sponsored
cars related to the Vibe. Sign Up. Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past,
providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts
provide the most comprehensive reliability information available to consumers. Based on
information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a
rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the
engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more

about car Reliability. The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Pontiac
Vibe owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with this
vehicle. Problem was insufficient Freon although leak detector didn't show any leaks. But due
to mileage?? Since we reside in Rochester, figured for 6 weeks of summer could liv". But the
repair was straightforward for my mechanic. Can be restarted by a kick behind the glove
compartment". Had motor replaced. This made a noise and meant that the air conditioning
would not work properly until it was replaced". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust
manifold, leaks. A new heat shield was installed". The heat shield was loose because of a
corroded bolt. Easily fixed back home". Drilled new holes and installed stainless screws".
Garage welded in a new flex pipe. I had to have half of the exhaust system replaced. I consider
this normal wear. I once heard that Toyotas eat through exhaust systems. I'm inclined to agree.
About every 2 years or so I need to have a piece of the exhaust pipe replaced. I've NOT needed
to replace the muffler or catalytic converter. It's the pipes that seem to have the issue. Paint
fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Made of
cheap fiber plastic. Light rusting as a result". Car is kept outside". Small areas of the hood also
have serious paint deterioriation The hood has now started to fade and chalk as well". The
entire roof is now covered in rust". No water leaks just air, not a full seal". I have not had the
seals replaced. It is most likely an easy fix. It's cheap, reliable transportation, my work
equipment fits well with back seats folded forward. Unable to resolve". I believe if I purchased a
new seal, it would solve the problem. Both were replaced but engine light stayed on. ECC
replaced, but light still stays on. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular
battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or
rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. They sometime take up to an hour to come on after
you switch them on. When they don't come on some of the dash lights also don't come on.
When the dash lights come on the tail lights also come on". Yes, I will be driving and the car will
die, loosing the power steering and everything else Also, the headlights in the car are somehow
shorting out the battery and will drain enough energy to prevent the car starting if the
headlights are plugged in, so I leave the left headlight unplugged. Sensor must be bad".
Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration,
squeaking, brake failure or wear. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls,
portable music device interface e. Ultimately the problem was diagnosed as a failed antenna
cable". Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding
doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Door swings out when
opening Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Cruise
control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire
pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start,
alarm or security system. Had to jump it to start, a few hours later we slowed down on the
freeway and all the lights turned off and the car was dead". We had to saw it off to replace it
with a new one. I think TX weather was a factor". Took it to the dealer and he replaced the
module. I had an independent mechan". The gasket problem was minor by comparison but
needed to be fixed. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering
linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance,
springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. I am having this checked
tomorrow". Worth it. Thought it was a tire problem until the tires were changed and the noise
remained". Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or
solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Unit was recalled and fixed
for free by dealer". Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump,
thermostat, overheating. Oddly, it was cheaper and easier to replace the whole assembly, rather
than just the fan motor itself". Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts,
engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If
you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or
access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a
member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. Used
Pontiac Vibe Change Vehicle. You'll find a compliant ride, fairly nimble handling, and effective
brakes. Notable shortcomings are a flawed driving position and a noisy engine. Overall, the Vibe
is a good practical alternatives to a small SUV. There are 5 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More.
Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential
Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine
Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System.
Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car
Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information

received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give
you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA
indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year.
An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say.
Since we reside in Rochester, figured for 6 weeks of summer could liv" Elaine E. This made a
noise and meant that the air conditioning would not work properly until it was replaced"
Anonymous, MD Pontiac Vibe Base 1. Easily fixed back home" Keith O. Loose exterior trim or
moldings "Lower driver's side door panel is slightly loose" David L. Car is kept outside" Charles
T. The hood has now started to fade and chalk as well" Benjamin P. The entire roof is now
covered in rust" Benjamin P. Air or water leaks "The sunroof has drain ports that get clogged,
causing it to drip rainwater into the cabin on the passenger side" Anonymous, CT Pontiac Vibe
Base 1. Emission control devices includes EGR "Check engine light came on though the car ran
normally. When the dash lights come on the tail lights also come on" Dominick C. Doors or
sliding doors "Window track sometimes get misaligned. Clutch replacement "Not an easy
repair. Alternator "Not sure if the battery or the alternator had the problem first, only that one
killed the other driving from TX to Chicago. Had to jump it to start, a few hours later we slowed
down on the freeway and all the lights turned off and the car was dead" Anonymous, CA
Pontiac Vibe 1. I had an independent mechan" Bill W. Steering wheel vibration "Problem just
occurred due to excessive vibration in steering wheel that does not appear to be a tire balance
issue. Thought it was a tire problem until the tires were changed and the noise remained"
Anonymous, AL Pontiac Vibe Base 1. Transmission computer "PCM failed. Unit was recalled
and fixed for free by dealer" Derek C. Engine rebuild or replacement "bought used about 70K
miles - there was metal chucks and sludge in the oil" Anonymous, PA Pontiac Vibe Base 1.
Cooling fan "The cooling fan needed to be replaced. Oddly, it was cheaper and easier to replace
the whole assembly, rather than just the fan motor itself" Anonymous, FL Pontiac Vibe Base 1.
Differential "The differential failed, and GM has stopped making parts available for the Pontiac
Vibe, so the only option is to find one from a totaled vehicle. Oil leaks "Seals around the timing
belt had to be replaced. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. No Data Available. An
improperly inflated air bag increases the risk of injury during a crash. Read Recall Details. The
air bag may not unfold as designed during inflation under high temperature conditions, possibly
resulting in the air bag not inflating properly. What should you do:. Toyota will notify their
owners. Pontiac Vibe owners will be notified by GM. Dealers will replace the front passenger air
bag assembly or sub-assembly, free of charge. Toyota owners may contact Toyota customer
service at Toyota's numbers for this recall are K1Q and K0Q. Pontiac owners may contact GM
customer service at GM's number for this recall is N Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide
Recall Details. An inflator explosion may result in sharp metal fragments striking the driver or
other occupants resulting in serious injury or death. These vehicles are equipped with certain
air bag inflators assembled as part of the passenger frontal air bag modules used as original
equipment or replacement equipment. In the event of a crash necessitating deployment of the
passenger frontal air bag, these inflators may explode due to propellant degradation. Toyota will
notify the Toyota and Lexus owners. General Motors will notify the Pontiac Vibe owners.
Depending on the vehicle model, dealers will replace the front passenger air bag inflator with an
alternate inflator, or replace the air bag assembly that includes an alternate inflator, free of
charge. The recall began January 23, Owners may contact Toyota customer service at , Lexus
customer service at or Pontiac customer service at Note: This recall includes vehicles that have
had their air bag previously replaced under an earlier air bag campaign. In the event of a crash
necessitating deployment of the passenger's frontal air bag, the inflator could rupture with
metal fragments striking the vehicle occupants potentially resulting in serious injury or death.
On June 16, Toyota expanded the recall to cover an additional , vehicles, including certain
model year Lexus SC, Toyota Sequoia, Toyota Corolla Matrix, Toyota Corolla, Pontiac Vibe, and
Toyota Tundra vehicles, as well the vehicles covered by the May 13, notification in the portions
of Georgia, Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi and Texas that were not previously included. The
inflators in the front passenger air bags are susceptible to rupture in the event of a crash
necessitating the deployment of the front passenger air bag. Dealers will replace the passenger
side front air bag, free of charge. Owners may contact Toyota customer service at Toyota began
the recall on July 13, Pontiac Vibe owners may contact GM at GM began the recall on June 29,
For vehicles located in the U. On June 16, , Toyota expanded the recall to include an additional
1,, vehicles, including model year and Sequo
2000 ford mustang gt fuse box diagram
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ia, Tundra, Corolla, Corolla Matrix, Pontiac Vibe and Lexus SC vehicles. This is to address a
safety defect in the passenger side frontal air bag inflator which may produce excessive internal
pressure causing the inflator to rupture upon deployment of the air bag. This recall addresses
both the passenger side frontal air bags that were originally installed in the vehicles, as well as
replacement air bags that may have been installed as replacement service parts. A replacement
air bag may have been installed, as one example, if a vehicle had been in a crash necessitating
the replacement of the passenger side frontal air bag. Dealers will replace the front passenger
air bag. The recall began on July 13, Pontiac owners may call IS Show More. Check Vehicle for
Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select
Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You
no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

